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Products Built for a Better View



T he Encore Vinyl Sliding Patio Door adds traditional,
classic styling to your home. The Encore was

designed with the charm of the Victorian Era, yet built to
last with the latest advanced materials and highest levels
of energy efficiency.

A ll Encore Sliding Patio Doors are manufactured with
heavy multi-chambered vinyl extrusions. Frames are

welded at the header with a strong durable sill,
mechanically fastened to the jambs. The door lites are
constructed of the same quality vinyl extrusions, with
aluminum reinforcement and all comers are welded
assuring strength and stability.

T he hardware used on the Encore Sliding Patio Door
is what you would expect from a quality Seaway

product. Only the [illest. Heavy-duty, "Tandem" rollers
for easy gliding open and close. Strong dependable
locking hardware with a full interlock system where the
two lites meet and a "Lift-Out Prevention Track" adding
to the security of the lock system.

Adding to the Encore Sliding Patio Door's energy
efficiency is tempered 7/8" insulated glass with

optionalLow-E andArgon gas.

A vailable in either Euro-White or Beige, the Encore
Sliding Patio Door will add to the comfort,

appearance and value of your home.

Optional Brass Hardware

Sold and installed by an authorized Seaway Dealer

Heavy Multi-Chambered Extrusion

Aluminum Reinforced Sashes
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2250 East 33rd Street
Erie, Pennsylvania 16510

Phone: (814) 898-2255
Fax: (814) 899-5556

www.seawaymfg.com
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FEAJURES AND BENEFITS
.... Victorian Styling

.... 7/8" PPG Intercept Tempered Insulated
Glass; with Optional Low-E and Argon Gas

.... Fully Assembled Frame, Sashes and Screen

.... Optional Brass Hardware "

.... Sturdy Sliding Screen

.... Tandem Rollers

.... Aluminum Roller Track

.... Available in 5 f1.or 6 ft.

.... Available in Euro-White or Beige

.... Fusion Welded Sash and Main Frame Header

.... Aluminum ReinforcedSashes

.... Full Interlock,Lift-Out PreventionTrack


